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Based on our earlier works �X. Zheng et al., Phys. Rev. B 75, 195127 �2007�; J. S. Jin et al.,
J. Chem. Phys. 128, 234703 �2008��, we propose a rigorous and numerically convenient approach
to simulate time-dependent quantum transport from first-principles. The proposed approach
combines time-dependent density functional theory with quantum dissipation theory, and results in
a useful tool for studying transient dynamics of electronic systems. Within the proposed exact
theoretical framework, we construct a number of practical schemes for simulating realistic systems
such as nanoscopic electronic devices. Computational cost of each scheme is analyzed, with the
expected level of accuracy discussed. As a demonstration, a simulation based on the adiabatic
wide-band limit approximation scheme is carried out to characterize the transient current response
of a carbon nanotube based electronic device under time-dependent external voltages. © 2010
American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3475566�

I. INTRODUCTION

The combined density functional theory �DFT� and non-
equilibrium Green’s function �NEGF� approach has been
widely employed to simulate steady state quantum electron
transport through molecular junctions and other nanoscopic
structures. In practice, DFT introduces an effective single-
electron reference system, on which NEGF analysis for
steady current and electron occupation can be worked out.
However, in principle, it remains obscure how the conven-
tional DFT for ground/equilibrium state of isolated systems
can provide a rigorous framework for quantum transport, as
electron transport is intrinsically a dynamic process.

Time-dependent density functional theory �TDDFT�
�Ref. 1� has been developed to study quantum transport
phenomena.2–10 As a formally rigorous and numerically trac-
table approach, TDDFT promises real-time simulations on
ultrafast electron transport through realistic electronic de-
vices or structures. In early attempts, finite source-device-
drain systems were treated by the conventional TDDFT for
isolated systems.11–13 Since the source and drain were treated
as finite, the results were not directly transferable to realistic
devices coupled to bulk electrodes. By employing the NEGF
approach and a partition-free scheme, Stefanucci and
Almbladh2 have derived the exact equations of motion for
the two-time Green’s functions within TDDFT framework.
They and their co-workers have further proposed a practical
scheme in which the electronic wavefunction propagates in
time domain that subject to open boundaries.3 The resulting

numerical method has been tested on model systems. How-
ever, its applicability to realistic electronic devices remains
unexploited.

Based on a reduced single-electron density matrix
�RSDM� based formulation,14,15 we have proposed a rigorous
TDDFT approach for open electronic systems.4,5 We have
also developed an accurate numerical scheme,6 based on a
closed equation of motion �EOM� for the Kohn–Sham �KS�
RSDM. Our RSDM based TDDFT-EOM has been combined
with the Keldysh’s NEGF formalism, the resulting TDDFT-
NEGF-EOM approach has been applied successfully to ex-
ploit transient electronic dynamics in realistic molecular
electronic devices.6 One of the recent applications of the
TDDFT-NEGF-EOM method was a simulation on the ul-
trafast transient current through a carbon nanotube based
electronic device. It was found that the dynamic electronic
response of the device can be mapped onto an equivalent
classical electric circuit,7,16 which would be useful for future
design of functional devices.

Our previous simulations on realistic nanoelectronic
devices6,7 have demonstrated the numerical feasibility of our
TDDFT-NEGF-EOM approach for open systems, while its
accuracy is largely determined by the quality of approxi-
mated exchange-correlation �XC� functional which accounts
for the many-particle effects, and that of dissipation func-
tional which characterizes the dissipative interactions be-
tween the electronic device and electrodes. In our previous
simulations, we employed the adiabatic local density
approximation17 �ALDA� for the XC functional and the adia-
batic wide-band limit6 �AWBL� approximation for the dissi-
pation functional. Despite the success, the ALDA approxima-
tion is expected to become inadequate for addressing
transient dynamics of open electronic systems in circum-
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stances where electron correlations dominate. Moreover, the
frequency dispersion part of the XC potential is completely
missing from an adiabatic XC functional such as ALDA,18

which may lead to loss of crucial transient features in the
electronic dynamics. The AWBL approximation for dissipa-
tion functional may lead to nontrivial errors for electrodes of
finite bandwidths and strongly inhomogeneous energy bands,
or when non-Markovian memory effects play a significant
role �such as in multichannel conductors�.

Several groups have shown that within TDDFT frame-
work the steady state current can be formally expressed by
Landauer–Büttiker formula, if the steady state can be
reached.2,6,10 This is important as the Landauer–Büttiker for-
mula offers a convenient way to evaluate steady state cur-
rent. However, in principle, it is the XC potential of TDDFT,
which explicitly includes frequency-dependent component
that should be used, instead of that of ground state DFT. In
practice, the use of an adiabatic XC functional would lose all
the memory of transient dynamics, and results in the same
steady state current predicted by ground state DFT. There-
fore, it is desirable to go beyond both the ALDA and AWBL
approximations, and to develop more sophisticated XC and
dissipation functionals for better characterization of transient
electronic dynamics in quantum transport systems and struc-
tures.

Time-dependent quantum transport has been addressed
from the perspective of open dissipative systems. Rossi
et al.19 have developed a single-electron density matrix
based Bloch equation to simulate quantum-transport through
mesoscopic devices. Burke et al.9 have proposed a single-
electron density matrix based master equation for a current-
carrying electronic system with dissipation to a phonon bath.
Weiss et al.20 have proposed an iterative path-integral ap-
proach, which is numerically exact but computationally ex-
pensive. Myöhänen et al.21 have extended the Kadanoff–
Baym approach to open interacting systems,22,23 where the
roles of initial correlations and memory effects were high-
lighted. The simulation of transient current has also been
attempted by many-body quantum master equation
approaches.24–28 Yan and coworkers have started from a mas-
ter equation based second-order quantum dissipation theory
�QDT�, and derived an EOM for the RSDM within TDDFT
framework,8 where the bulk electrodes are treated as electron
reservoirs. This was followed by the recent establishment of
a formally exact QDT for the dynamics of an arbitrary non-
Markovian dissipative systems interacting with bath
surroundings.10 The exact QDT is formulated in terms of
hierarchical equations of motion �HEOM�, and applied to
solve time-dependent quantum transport problems.29–32 The
HEOM-QDT is intrinsically a nonperturbative method, and
is constructed to resolve the combined effects of many-
particle interaction, dissipative coupling strength, and
memory time. The outstanding numerical accuracy and effi-
ciency of HEOM-QDT approach to transient current re-
sponse of interacting electronic systems under arbitrary time-
dependent voltage has been demonstrated in previous
works.30–32

In this work, we aim at unifying our TDDFT-NEGF-
EOM approach for open systems with the HEOM-QDT to

establish a TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM method, which is formally
exact and numerically efficient. With the TDDFT-NEGF-
HEOM approach, the dissipation functional readily goes be-
yond the AWBL approximation, resulting in systematic im-
provement on the simulated transient electronic dynamics.
Moreover, the TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM approach is also appli-
cable to devices operating at finite temperatures.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
review the TDDFT-NEGF-EOM formalism for open elec-
tronic systems, and introduce the TDDFT-HEOM formalism.
The two formalisms are then combined and resulted in a
unified TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM formalism. In Sec. III, we ex-
ploit formally exact computational schemes to calculate the
dissipation functional with the TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM for-
malism. In Sec. IV, we propose three approximate schemes
to reduce further the computational cost. In Sec. V, a numeri-
cal example is presented, with analysis on the computational
efficiency. We summarize our results in Sec. VI.

II. DENSITY MATRIX BASED TIME-DEPENDENT
DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY FOR OPEN
SYSTEMS

A. RSDM based TDDFT-EOM approach for isolated
systems

We start with ab initio many-particle Hamiltonian of an
isolated system containing N electrons

H�t� = �
i=1

N �−
1

2
�i

2 + v�ri,t�� + �
i�j

N
1

rij
, �1�

where i and j run over all the N electrons, and v�ri , t� is the
external potential for the ith electron due to nuclei and other
electrostatic sources. Atomic units are adopted here and
throughout the rest of manuscript.

The Runge–Gross theorem1 establishes the one-to-one
correspondence between the external potential v�r , t� and the
time-dependent electron density function ��r , t� of an iso-
lated system. A time-dependent Kohn–Sham �TDKS� scheme
has been proposed to solve ��r , t�, and hence all physical
properties of the isolated system. The TDKS scheme follows
the time evolution of an isolated reference system consisting
of N noninteracting electrons. The Hamiltonian of the refer-
ence system is as follows:

Ĥ�t� = �
i=1

N

ĥ�ri,t� = �
i=1

N �−
1

2
�i

2 + veff�ri,t�� , �2�

where veff�ri , t� is the effective single-electron potential. A
closed EOM has been derived for the KS RSDM � of the
isolated system14,15

i�̇�t� = �h�t�,��t�� . �3�

Here, h�t� is the KS Fock matrix. Its matrix element is evalu-
ated via h���t�=	���r��− 1

2�2+veff�r , t�����r�dr in an atomic
basis set 
���r��. The square bracket on the right-hand side
�RHS� of Eq. �3� denotes a commutator. The matrix element
of � is defined as ����t��a�

†�t�a��t��, where a��t� and a�
†�t�

are Heisenberg annihilation and creation operators for an
electron occupying atomic orbitals � and � at time t, respec-
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tively. Fourier-transformed into frequency domain while
considering linear response only, Eq. �3� leads to the conven-
tional Casida’s equation.33

B. RSDM based TDDFT-NEGF-EOM approach for
open systems

In 2004, Fournais et al. have explored the real analytic-
ity of electron density functions of many-electron systems.34

They have proven that for a time-independent real physical
system made of atoms and molecules, its electron density
function is real analytic �except at nuclei�, when the system
is in its ground state or any one of its excited eigenstates.
The real analyticity property immediately leads to the holo-
graphic theorem of time-independent systems: The ground-
state electron density on any finite subsystem determines
completely the electronic properties of the entire
system.4,35,36

As for time-dependent systems, we have proven holo-
graphic time-dependent electron density theorem. Let v�r , t�
be the time-dependent external potential field on a finite
physical system, ��r , t0� be its electron density function at a
given time t0, ��t0� be the corresponding wavefunction, and
�D�r , t� the electron density function within any finite sub-
space D. If ��r , t0� is the real analytic in r-space and v�r , t� is
the real analytic in both r and t, there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between �D�r , t� and v�r , t�; consequently, �D�r , t�
determines uniquely the full ab initio Hamiltonian, and thus,
all electronic properties of the entire time-dependent physical
system. In principle, all one needs to know is the electron
density in a local subsystem.

The above theorem for time-dependent open electron
systems plays an analogous role as Runge–Gross theorem for
isolated systems. Here, we shall not repeat the proof for the
above theorem �see Ref. 6�, but clarify several critical issues
associated with the theorem and its proof, as follows:

�i� The entire physical system has to be finite �no matter
how large in practice�, and the total number of elec-
trons in the entire system, N, is known via initial state
��t0�. N together with external field v�r , t� determine
uniquely the Hamiltonian of entire system. One can
properly treat dissipation in an overall finite system,
as long as the recurrence time of the reservior is much
longer than the characteristic dynamic time of the sys-
tem of interest. For quantum transport through a nan-
odevice, the macroscopic but finite leads have orders
of magnitude larger degrees of freedom than that of
the nanodevice, and can thus be treated as the envi-
ronment to the open system, the nanodevice.

�ii� The proof of holographic time-independent electron
density theorem is based on the real analyticity of
static electron density function ��r� in r-space �except
for isolated points at nuclei, since the rest of r-space
is all connected�. In contrast, the validity of time-
dependent version of theorem does not require the
time-dependent electron density function ��r , t� be
real analytic in r-space except at t= t0. Instead, it re-
quires the external potential v�r , t� to be real analytic
in space-time �after initial time�, which is indeed the

case in any realistic scenario. It is important to em-
phasize that the real analyticity property is utilized
only to establish the formal one-to-one mapping be-
tween �D�r , t� and v�r , t�. However, analytic continu-
ation is expected to be numerically extremely difficult
for either potential or density from within a subspace
to its outside. Therefore, in practice it is desirable to
seek for more convenient ways to exploit the explicit
or implicit dependence of physical quantities on
�D�r , t�.

�iii� For time-dependent systems, the real analyticity of
v�r , t� ensures that any change in external field at any
place �at any finite distance away from subsystem D�
will immediately modify the local external field
vD�r , t�, and vD�r , t� will invoke instantaneous local
response in electron density �D�r , t�. Therefore, the
above theorem guarantees that, in principle, �D�r , t�
reflects instantaneously any change in v�r , t� at any-
where in r-space. One could consider a practical ex-
ample, in which the position of a nucleus far from D
is displaced from t0. This remote perturbation imme-
diately changes the local electrostatic field inside D
through long-range Coulomb interaction, and results
in instantaneous response of �D�r , t�.

�iv� In analogy to Runge–Gross theorem1 for isolated sys-
tems, holographic time-dependent electron density
theorem involves explicitly a well-defined initial state
��t0� for every system under study. Further remarks
on initial-state dependence will be given after
Eq. �10�.

�v� Holographic time-dependent electron density theorem
applies to the same phenomena and/or properties as
those intended by Runge–Gross theorem, i.e., where
electron density, in principle, provides the minimal
amount of information necessary for establishing a
one-to-one mapping with the scalar external field.
This is true when the interaction between electrons
and magnetic field is negligible. However, in the pres-
ence of an appreciable magnetic field, electron density
alone becomes insufficient to determine the system
properties.37 In such cases, extra system information,
the current density, is needed.37 The above theorem
for TDDFT should be generalized into the framework
of time-dependent current-density functional
theory.37–39

�vi� Due to the formal analogy between the time-
dependent holographic electron density theorem and
Runge–Gross theorem, we can define an action inte-
gral functional, A��D�r , t��, in a similar fashion as in
the original paper of Runge and Gross �Ref. 1�, i.e.,

A��D� = �
t0

t1

dt���D��i � /�t − H�t�����D��

= B��D� − �
t0

t1

dt� dr��r,t;�D�v�r,t� . �4�

This is formally analogous to Eq. �10� in Ref. 1, so
that B��D� is a universal functional of electron density
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within subsystem D from its construction. This can be
understood by noting that in addition to the wavefunc-
tion ���D�, the electron density of the entire system is
also completely determined by �D, based on the holo-
graphic theorem ���r , t�=��r , t ;�D��. In this sense, in
principle, we can also construct universal functionals
such as S��D� and Axc��D� in the same fashion as in
Ref. 1, for the entire system. Therefore, in our
TDDFT-HEOM approach the dependence of Kohn–
Sham effective potential on �D�r , t� is also universal
under any external field. Note that the causality para-
dox of TDDFT has been resolved.40–42

Based on the above theorem, we have developed a for-
mally exact TDDFT-EOM formalism for open electronic sys-
tems. We consider coherent time-dependent quantum trans-
port through a realistic electronic device. The entire system
consists of bulk electrodes and the device region, where
electron-electron scattering events mainly take place. For in-
stance, in a two-terminal setup, the device region �D�, left
electrode �L�, and right electrode �R� form the entire system.
The region D is thus the open electronic system of primary
interest.

Expanded in an atomic orbital basis set, the RSDM � of
entire system can be partitioned into a number of blocks,
among which �	 and �D are the diagonal blocks correspond-
ing to the electrode 	 �	=L or R� and the device region D,
respectively; and �	D=�D	

† representing the off-diagonal
block between the electrode 	 and the region D. The KS
Fock matrix h can be partitioned in a similar fashion.

To obtain the reduced electronic dynamics of the device,
we focus on the EOM of �D

i�D˙ = �hD,�D� − i�
	

Q	�t� . �5�

Here, Q	 is the dissipation term due to the electrode 	

Q	�t� = i�hD	�	D − �D	h	D� . �6�

At first glance Eq. �5� seems not closed. However, based on
holographic time-dependent electron density theorem, all
physical quantities are explicit or implicit functionals of the
electron density of the system D, �D�r , t�, and so is Q	�t�.
Therefore, Eq. �5� can be cast into a formally closed form

i�̇D = �hD�t;�D�r,t��,�D� − i�
	

Q	�t;�D�r,t�� , �7�

by noting that �D�r , t� is the diagonal content of �D�t� in
r-space. Equation �7� is the heart of RSDM based TDDFT-
EOM approach. The transient electric current through the
interface S	 �the cross section separating region D from the
electrode 	� can be evaluated via

J	�t� = − �
	

dr
�

�t
��r,t� = − tr�Q	�t�� . �8�

In practice, conventional local or semilocal density ap-
proximation for XC potential can be adopted to construct the
KS Fock matrix hD�t ;�D�r , t��. The challenge now is to con-

struct a formally exact and numerically accessible expression
for Q	�t ;�D�r , t��.10 Based on the Keldysh NEGF formalism,
we have6

Q	�t� = Q	
0�t� − �

t0

t

d
�GD
r �t,
��	

��
,t� + GD
��t,
��	

a�
,t��

+ H.c., �9�

at t� t0. Here, t0 is a time instant before the switch-on of
external voltage, i.e., at time t0 the entire system �including
D and 	� is fully connected and in its ground state. GD and
�	 are the nonequilibrium Green’s functions and self-
energies associated with the corresponding noninteracting
KS reference state; see Appendix B of Ref. 6 for details. The
term Q	

0�t� in Eq. �9� explicitly accounts for the initial coher-
ence between D and 	 at t0. Therefore, Eq. �9� conforms
formally with the partition-free scheme of NEGF method
developed by Cini.43 It is thus obvious that the particular
form of dissipation function Q	�t ;�D�r , t�� depends explicitly
on initial system state at t0, ��t0�.

For numerical convenience of practical applications, we
further notice that the initial noninteracting KS reference
state, ��t0�, can be mathematically related to a fictitious non-

interacting state, �̃, where D and 	 are decoupled and in
their respective isolated ground states. ��t0� can be reached

asymptotically from �̃ via time propagation by adiabatically

turning on couplings between D and 	.6 Taking �̃ as
��t→−��, Eq. �9� is cast into

Q	�t� = − �
−�

t

d
�GD
r �t,
��	

��
,t� + GD
��t,
��	

a�
,t��

+ H.c. �10�

The particular form of Q	�t� in Eq. �10� corresponds to the
same initial physical state ��t0� as that in Eq. �9�. This is
verified by the fact that both expressions give the same Q	�t�
at t� t0. The RHS of Eq. �10� corresponds to the partitioned
scheme developed by Caroli et al.44 In other words, despite
the different KS reference states, Eqs. �9� and �10� exploit
the same physical scenario, and are mathematically equiva-
lent at t� t0. In practice, Eq. �10� is numerically more con-
venient, as GD and �	 are more readily evaluated based on

the decoupled fictitious state �̃.
Approximate schemes based on NEGF formalism have

been proposed in Ref. 6. In the following we will show that
the exact HEOM-QDT provides another viable option for the
evaluation of Q	�t ;�D�r , t��. The resulting TDDFT-HEOM
approach is expected to improve systematically the accuracy
of first-principles simulation on time-dependent quantum
transport through realistic electronic devices.

C. Hierarchical TDDFT for open electronic systems

Differing from the conventional QDTs which assume
weak device-electrode couplings, the HEOM-QDT formal-
ism is considered as nonperturbative.8 We consider a refer-
ence noninteracting electronic system within the TDKS
framework
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ĤT = ĤD + �
	

�Ĥ	 + Ĥ	D� . �11�

Here, ĤD is the KS Hamiltonian matrix for the device D, Ĥ	

is the KS Hamiltonian matrix for the electrode 	, and Ĥ	D is
the KS Hamiltonian matrix for the interaction between D and
	. They are expressed as follows in second-quantization:

ĤD = �
���D

h��a�
† a�,

Ĥ	 = �
k�	

	kd	k
† d	k, �12�

Ĥ	D = �
��D

�
k�	

t	k�d	k
† a� + H.c.

Here, a�
† and a� are creation and annihilation operators for

the reference electrons in the device D, respectively. d	k
† and

d	k are the creation and annihilation operators for the
reference electrons in the electrode 	, respectively.

h��= ��ĥ�r , t����=	���r��− 1
2�2+veff�r , t�����r�dr, 	k

= k	�ĥ�r , t��k	�, and t	k�= k	�ĥ�r , t����. The EOM for the
density matrix of the entire system �system plus electrodes�
�̂T is

�̇̂T = − i�ĤT, �̂T�

= − i�ĤD + �
	

Ĥ	, �̂T� − i�
	

�
��D

�f	�
† a� + a�

† f	�, �̂T� ,

�13�

with f	�=�kt	k�
� d	k and f	�

† =�kt	k�d	k
† .

The TDDFT-EOM for the reduced system, Eq. �7�, can
be recovered. With the equality that ����t�=trT�a�

+a��̂T�t��,
Eq. �13� leads to �cf. Ref. 45�

i�D˙ = �hD,�D� − �
	

��	�t� − �	
†�t�� , �14�

where �	,���t�� trT�a�
+f	��̂T�t�� and �	,��

† �t�
� trT�f	�

† a��̂T�t��.
By comparing Eqs. �7� and �14�, it is apparent the dissi-

pation functional Q	��D�r , t�� is directly associated with the
first-tier auxiliary RSDM, �	�t�, as follows:

Q	�t� = − i��	�t� − �	
†�t�� = − i� d��	�,t� − �	

†�,t�� ,

�15�

where �	�t�=	d�	� , t� and �	
†�t�=	d�	

†� , t�.
A key feature of the exact HEOM-QDT is that for non-

interacting systems, such as the TDKS reference system in
the present case, the hierarchy terminates exactly at the sec-
ond tier without any approximation.10 The corresponding
HEOM for the KS RSDM and its auxiliary counterparts have
been derived in Ref. 10 as follows:

i�̇	�,t� = �hD�t� −  − �	�t���	�,t�

+ �f	�� − �D��	�� + �
	�
� d��	,	��,�,t� ,

�16�

i�̇	,	��,�,t� = − � + �	�t� − � − �	��t���	,	�

+ �	�����	�,t� − �	�
† ��,t��	�� . �17�

Here, f	��=1 / �e��−�	�+1� is the Fermi distribution func-
tion for the electrode 	, with � being the inverse temperature
and �	 the equilibrium Fermi energy; �	�t�=−V	�t� is the
energy shift for all single-electron levels in electrode 	 due
to the time-dependent voltage applied on 	; �	,����
��k�	��−k�t	k�

� t	k�, is the device-electrode coupling ma-
trix.

Equations �14�, �16�, and �17� complete the TDDFT-
HEOM formalism, which is formally exact and closed. The
basic variables involved are the reduced single-electron
quantities 
�D�t� ,�	� , t� ,�	,	�� ,� , t��.

D. TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM for quantum transport

We now make connection between the TDDFT-HEOM
formalism to the RSDM based TDDFT-NEGF-EOM formal-
ism. As shown in Ref. 45, the auxiliary RSDMs

�	� , t� ,�	,	�� ,� , t�� can be expressed in terms of NEGF
quantities as follows:46

�	�,t� = i�
−�

t

d
�GD
��t,
��	

��
,t;� − GD
��t,
��	

��
,t;�� ,

�18�

�	,	��,�,t�

= i��
C

d
1�
C

d
2�	��t,
1;��GD�
1,
2��	�
2,t;���

�19�

=i�
−�

t

dt1�
−�

t

dt2
��	�
� �t,t1;��GD

a �t1,t2�

+ �	�
r �t,t1;��GD

��t1,t2���	
��t2,t;�

− ��	�
r �t,t1;��GD

��t1,t2� + �	�
� �t,t1;��GD

a �t1,t2��
��	

��t2,t;�� . �20�

Here, �	
x �t ,
 ;� are frequency-dispersed self-energies

�x=r ,a ,�and��, which normalize to normal self-energies
as 	�	

x �t ,
 ;�d=�	
x �t ,
�. It is straightforward to derive

from Ref. 45 that
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�	
x �t,
;� � exp�− i�




t

�	���d��e−i�t−
��̃	
x ��

= exp�− i�



t

�	���d���̃	
x �t − 
;� . �21�

This is formally analogous to normal self-energies with �̃	
x

being the ground/equilibrium-state quantities; see Ref. 45.
The following EOM thus applies:

�

�t
�	

x �t,
;� = − i��	�t� + ��	
x �t,
;� ,

�22�
�

�

�	

x �t,
;� = i��	�
� + ��	
x �t,
;� .

Equations �14� and �16�–�20� are the central equations of the
TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM formalism.

The stationary solution of TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM is re-
lated to the Landauer–Büttiker formula; see Ref. 45.

III. HIERARCHICAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION SCHEME
FOR CALCULATION OF DISSIPATION FUNCTIONAL

A. Frequency dispersion scheme for TDDFT-HEOM

In order to numerically solve the TDDFT-HEOM for
Q	�t�, the integration over continuous function needs to be
transformed into summation of discrete terms, i.e., 	g��d
→�k=1

Nk wkg�k�. Here, k and wk are the kth real frequency
grid and its associated weight �0�wk�1 and �k=1

Nk wk=1�,
respectively. We have thus

Q	�t� = − i�
k=1

Nk

wk��	k�t� − �	k
† �t�� . �23�

Equations �16� and �17� are recast into

i�̇	k = �hD�t� − k − �	�t���	k�t� + �f	�k� − �D�

� �	�k� + �
	�

�
k�=1

Nk

wk��	k,	�k��t� , �24�

i�̇	k,	�k� = − �k + �	�t� − k� − �	��t���	k,	�k��t�

+ �	��k���	k�t� − �	�k�
† �t��	�k� . �25�

Hereafter, we adopt abbreviations �	k�t���	�k , t� and
�	k,	�k��t���	,	��k ,k� , t�. In practice, application of
quadrature rules, such as Gauss–Legendre quadrature, re-
duces significantly the number of frequency grids compared
to an equidistant sampling. This frequency-dispersed
TDDFT-HEOM scheme applies to both zero and finite tem-
peratures. Next we propose several efficient schemes particu-
larly designed for finite temperature cases.

B. Finite temperature schemes for TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM

The ground/equilibrium-state self-energies �̃	
x �t� are

usually exponentially decaying functions of time. Therefore,
the following exponential expansion is attainable for

�̃	
�,��
− t� at t�


�̃	
x �
 − t� � �

k=1

Nk

A	k
x exp�− �	k�t − 
�� � �

k=1

Nk

�̃	k
x �
 − t� ,

�26�

for x=�and�. �	k are c-numbers with Re��	k��0.
Moreover, the nonequilibrium self-energies �	k

x �
 , t�
�e−i	t



�	���d��̃	k

x �
− t�. Equation �15� becomes

Q	�t� = − i�
k=1

Nk

��	k�t� − �	k
† �t�� . �27�

Here, �	k�t� is given by the RHS of Eq. �18� with �	
x �
 , t ;�

replaced by �	k
x �
 , t�. The second-tier auxiliary RSDMs,

�	k,	�k��t�, are formally obtained by substituting �	
x �t2 , t ;�

with �	k
x �t2 , t� on the RHS of Eq. �20�. EOM for �	k and

�	k,	�k��t� now read

i�̇	k = �hD�t� − i�	k − �	�t���	k�t�

+ i��D�t�A	k
� + �̄D�t�A	k

� � + �
	�

�
k�=1

Nk

�	k,	�k��t� , �28�

i�̇	k,	�k� = − �i�	k + �	�t� − i�	�k� − �	��t���	k,	�k�

+ i�A	�k�
� − A	�k�

� ��	k�t� − i�	�k�
† �t��A	k

� − A	k
� � .

�29�

Here, �̄D�1−�D is the KS reduced single-hole density ma-
trix. Equations �14�, �28�, and �29� constitute a reformulation
of TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM formalism which is suitable for
the numerical solution.

Apparently, the computational cost for solving the
TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM is determined by the number of ex-
ponential functions Nk used to expand the lesser and greater
self-energies. Next we propose three decomposition schemes
to expand the self-energies as in Eq. �26�.

1. Matsubara expansion decomposition scheme

The ground/equilibrium-state lesser and greater self-
energies can be evaluated via

�̃	
x �
 − t� = �xi� dei�t−
�f	

�x���	�� , �30�

for t�
. Here, x=�or�, ��=+ and ��=−, and f	
+��

� f	�� and f	
−���1− f	��. Equation �30� states the

fluctuation-dissipation theorem for electrode correlation
functions. If the linewidth matrix �	�� can be approximated
via a multi-Lorentzian expansion as follows:

�	�� = �
d=1

Nd �d

� − �d�2 + Wd
2�̄	d. �31�

Here, �d, �d, and Wd�0 are the coefficient, center, and

width of dth fitting Lorentzian function; and �̄	d is the cor-
responding frequency-independent linewidth matrix, respec-
tively. The RHS of Eq. �30� is calculated via complex con-
tour integral and residue theorem, for which analytic
continuation of �	�� and f	

��� into complex plane is
needed. �	�z� can be defined straightforwardly by replacing
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 with z on the RHS of Eq. �31�, and f	
��� is continued

analytically to f	
��z� in the same fashion. At a finite tempera-

ture, the Matsubara expansion scheme for the Fermi function
is as follows:

f	
� �z� �

1

e���z−�	� + 1
�

1

2
− �

1

�
�
p=1

Np � 1

z + z	p
+

1

z − z	p
� .

�32�

For the Matsubara expansion z	p=�	+ i��2p−1� /�.
With all the poles of f	

� �z� and �	�z� in the upper-half
complex plane accounted for, we arrive at the following ex-
ponential expansion of self-energies:

�̃	
x �
 − t� � �

d=1

Nd

A	d
x e−�	d�t−
� + �

p=1

Np

B	p
x e−�̌	p�t−
�, �33�

with

A	d
x = i

�x��d

Wd
f	

�x��d + iWd��̄	d,

�	d = Wd − i�d,

�34�

B	p
x =

2�

�
�	�z	p� ,

�̌	p = − iz	p = − i�	 +
�2p − 1��

�
.

We then make connections between Eqs. �33� and �26�. The
total number of exponential terms is the sum of number of
Lorentzian functions and number of Matsubara terms consid-
ered, i.e., Nk=Nd+Np. In principle, Np→+� is required to

achieve an exact expansion for �̃	
�,��
− t�. In practice, a

smallest possible Np but guaranteeing an expected accuracy
is desired. The value of Np increases rapidly as the tempera-
ture is lowered.

2. Partial fractional decomposition scheme

A major disadvantage of the Matsubara expansion is the
poor convergence at low temperature. Alternatively we may
adopt the partial fractional decomposition �PFD� of Fermi
function.46 The PFD expansion is formally identical to Eq.
�32�, but with z	p=�	+2�p /�. Here, p is the pth eigen-
value of the Np�Np matrix Z defined as follows:

Zmn = 2m�2m − 1��n,m+1 − 2Np�2Np − 1��m,Np
, �35�

with the constraint that Im��p��0.
With the same multi-Lorentzian expansion of Eq. �31�,

the self-energies are decomposed into exponential functions
exactly as Eq. �33�. The PFD scheme leads to a formally
similar exponential expansion for the self-energies, and
hence for the resulting HEOM, as compared with the widely
used Matsubara expansion scheme. However, numerical tests
have confirmed that with same Np, the PFD scheme yields
much more accurate approximation for f	

� �z� than the
Matsubara expansion scheme.46,47 In other words, to achieve
the same level of accuracy for the self-energies, a much

smaller number of exponential terms is required with the
PFD scheme. Therefore, the PFD scheme is superior to the
conventional Matsubara expansion scheme in terms of com-
putational efficiency.

3. Hybrid spectral decomposition and frequency
dispersion scheme

As mentioned after Eq. �34�, in principle, Np→+� is
required to achieve an exact expansion for the Fermi func-
tion, and hence for the self-energies. With a finite Np, the
deviation between the RHS of Eq. �32� and the exact func-
tion f	

� �z� results in the following contribution to the self-
energies:

�̃	
x,dev�
 − t� = �xi�

Im�z�=y

eiz�t−
�f	
�x�z��	�z�dz , �36�

for t�
, as shown in Fig. 1. Different from Eq. �30� where
the integration is along the real axis, here the integration
contour is a horizontal line: Im�z�=y�0. The value of y is
chosen so that the first upper-plane Np Matsubara poles re-
side in the interstitial region bounded by Im�z�=0 and
Im�z�=y, while all the other poles are located outside this
area, i.e., �2Np−1�� /��y� �2Np+1�� /�.

As long as the modulus of �	�z� remains sufficiently
small along the line Im�z�=y, Eq. �36� presents a comple-
mentary contribution to the RHS of Eq. �33�. The integration
in Eq. �36� is transformed into summation of discrete terms,
following the frequency dispersion scheme introduced in
Sec. III A, i.e., 	Im�z�=yg�z�dz→�q=1

Nq wqg�q+ iy�. We have
thus

FIG. 1. An illustrative plot showing the contour of integration for
f	�z��	�z� with a single-Lorentzian spectral density of �1=5. The dots
equidistantly distributing on Re�z�=0 correspond to the Matsubara poles
�grey dots� in the upper complex plane. Integration along the dark solid
arrow lying right on the real axis gives the desired self-energy of Eq. �30�.
However, the resulting HEOM encounters numerical difficulties. Due to the
fact that the two dark solid arrows form a closed loop �completed with the
dark dashed arrows at infinitely distance carrying zero values�, the self-
energy can be obtained alternatively by summing up the residues at the poles
within this loop.
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�̃	
x,dev�
 − t� � �

q=1

Nq

K	q
x e−�̂	q�t−
�, �37�

with

K	q
x = �xiwqf	

�x�q + iy��	�q + iy� ,

�38�
�̂	q = − i�q + iy� = y − iq.

Therefore, overall �̃	
x �
− t� is given by combining the RHS

of Eqs. �33� and �37�. The total number of exponential func-
tions is Nk=Nd+Np+Nq. In practice, to make use of Eq. �37�,
one needs to assign an appropriate number of Matsubara
terms, Np. On one hand, a smaller Np leads to fewer un-
known variables of HEOM. On the other hand, a too small
Np �and hence a too small y� would cause severe conver-
gence problem when solving the stationary solutions of
HEOM. Therefore, the value of Np should be chosen care-
fully for the balance between computational cost and nu-
merical difficulty. Once the Np and y are settled, efficient
quadratures can then be adopted to optimize the frequency
dispersion �the set 
wq ,q� with q=1, . . . ,Nq� for Eq. �36�.
Finally, all the Nd poles of �	�z� inside the region
0� Im�z��y are collected.

It is important to note the value of Nd depends on the
mathematical form of basis functions, based on which �	��
is expanded. The widely used multi-Lorentzian expansion
has been adopted in Sec. III B 1; see Eq. �31�. Each Lorent-
zian function gives a pole in the upper complex plane. One
of the advantages of using a Lorentzian function gL�� is that
the magnitude of its analytically continued counterpart,
�gL�z��, decays smoothly as Im�z� increases. Therefore, the

deviation term, �̃	
x,dev�
− t� of Eq. �36�, becomes consistently

less significant as more Matsubara poles are considered ex-
plicitly. Alternative basis functions can also be used. For in-
stance, a Gaussian function is analytic, and does not have
any pole on the entire complex plane. Therefore, for �	��
fitted by a number of Gaussian functions, Nd=0, which re-
duces the number of unknown variables of HEOM. How-
ever, care must be taken when treating the “deviation” con-
tribution, as some of the K	q

x may assume large values, due
to the nontrivial value of complex Gaussian function at cer-
tain z=q+ iy.

Numerical tests on model systems32 have confirmed that
as the temperature lowers, the total number of exponential
functions needed to accurately resolve the self-energies in
the hybrid scheme grows much slower than that in the
Matsubara expansion scheme.

IV. APPROXIMATE SCHEMES FOR CALCULATION
OF DISSIPATION FUNCTIONAL

A. Schemes based on wide-band limit approximation

Even with the sophisticated hybrid scheme for decompo-
sition of self-energies, the exact HEOM approach for the
reduced electronic dynamics can still be expensive. Efficient
approximate schemes are thus required. For clarity, we will
omit the spin index in the following derivations of approxi-
mate schemes.

1. TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM formalism under wide-band
limit approximation

The wide-band limit �WBL� approximation involves the
following assumptions for the electrodes: �i� their band-
widths are assumed to be infinitely large; and �ii� their line-
widths are assumed to be energy-independent, i.e., �	��
��	. Denote �̃	���	. From the definition of self-
energies and the expansion of the Fermi function �Eq. �32�
with Np→+��, one obtains for t�


�	
�,��
,t� � � iei	


t dt1�	�t1�� df	
���ei�t−
��	��

= � i��t − 
��̃	 +
2

�
�
k=1

ei	

t dt1z	k�t1��̃	, �39�

where z	k�t�=z	k+�	�t�. The expansion of Fermi function
thus leads to a sum of exponentials for the self-energies. We

introduce auxiliary self-energies �̂	k to account for the ex-
ponentials, i.e.,

�	
�,��
,t� = � i��t − 
��̃	 + �

k

�̂	k�
,t� , �40�

�̂	k�
,t� =
2

�
ei	


t dt1z	k�t1��̃	. �41�

It is implied that �̂	k�t , t+�= 2
��̃	. Next, we insert relation

Eq. �40� into Eq. �18�, and arrive at

�	�t� = i�1 − 2�D�t���̃	 + �
k

�̂	k�t� , �42�

with the auxiliary current matrices being as follows:

�̂	k�t� = − i�
−�

t

d
�GD
��t,
� − GD

��t,
���̂	k�
,t�

= i�
−�

t

d
GD
r �t,
��̂	k�
,t� . �43�

Under the WBL approximation, NEGF formalism gives

GD
r �t,
� = − i��t − 
�WD

− �t�WD
+ �
� , �44�

WD
��t� = exp���i�

0

t

dt1�hD�t1� − i�̃�� . �45�

Here, we take the time from which the voltage emerges as

t0=0, i.e., �	�t�0�=0, and �̃=�	�̃	. Therefore, the EOM
of �̂	k�t� can be established readily as follows:

�̇̂	k�t� =
2

�
�̃	 − i�hD�t� − i�̃ − z	k�t���̂	k�t� . �46�

The coupled equations of motion, Eqs. �5�, �27�, �42�, and
�46� can be solved together for a complete description of the
nonequilibrium electronic dynamics of the device. Equation
�46� is self-closed, which suggests that under the WBL ap-
proximation the TDDFT-HEOM automatically terminates at
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first tier, instead of second-tier termination for the exact for-
malism. Thus the additional second-tier auxiliary matrices10

are not needed with the WBL. A similar approach has been
adopted by Croy and Saalmann.46

2. TDDFT-NEGF-EOM formalism under adiabatic
wide-band limit approximation

We consider another approximate scheme for Q	�t�
based on WBL approximation for electrodes, as well as an
adiabatic approximation for memory effect. The scheme
aims at simplifying the TDDFT-NEGF formulation for Q	�t�;
see Eq. �10�. Due to the WBL approximation, the ground/
equilibrium-state self-energies become simply

�̃	
a�
,t� = i��t − 
��̃	, �47�

�̃	
��
,t� = i

1

���−�

+�

f	��ei�t−
�d��̃	. �48�

By inserting Eqs. �47� and �48� into Eq. �10�, the dissipation
functional is formally simplified to be

Q	
AWBL�t� = 
�̃	,�D� + P	�t� + �P	�t��†, �49�

P	�t� = − �
−�

+�

GD
r �t,
��	

��
,t�d
 . �50�

Before the external voltage is applied, the entire composite
system is in its ground/equilibrium state. We have

P	�t� = −
i

�
U	

+�t���
−�

+�

f	��� 1

 − hD�0� + i�̃

− i�
0

t

e−i
U	
−�
�d
�eitd��̃	. �51�

U	
��t� � exp���i�

0

t

d
�hD�
� − i�̃ − �	�
��� . �52�

To facilitate the calculation of P	�t� given by Eq. �51�, an
adiabatic approximation is adopt to evaluate the time integral
within the square bracket on the RHS. The basic idea is to
first disregard the time-dependence of hD�t� and �	�t� in Eq.
�52�, evaluate the time integral, and then restore subse-
quently the time-dependence of hD�t� and �	�t�. The final
approximated expression for P	�t� is as follows:

P	�t� � −
i

��U	
+�t��

−�

+�

df	��eit

�� 1

 − hD�0� + i�̃
−

1

 − hD�t� + i�̃ + �	�t�
�

+ �
−�

+� f	��

 − hD�t� + i�̃ + �	�t�
d��̃	. �53�

The RHS of Eq. �53� gives exact P	�t� for the ground state at
t�0 and the steady state at t→+�, provided that
�	�t→+�� is a constant. At 0� t�+�, it provides an

adiabatic connection between the ground and steady states.
Equation �53� can be solved conveniently, along with the
EOM for U	

+�t� as follows:

iU̇	
+�t� = �hD�t� − i�̃ − �	�t��U	

+�t� . �54�

B. Scheme based on complete second-order quantum
dissipation theory

As presented in Sec. III, the TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM for
KS RSDM and associated auxiliary matrices terminate ex-
actly at the second tier. This amounts to an explicit treatment
of device-electrode interaction at leading fourth-order.10 The
number of unknown matrices at zeroth, first, and second tier
is 1, N	Nk, and N	

2Nk
2, respectively. Here, Nk is the number of

exponential functions used to resolve the memory contents
of self-energies or electrode correlation functions. Obviously,
the second-tier variables dominate the computational cost for
solving the TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM. Therefore, a straightfor-
ward way to reduce the computational expense is to avoid
explicit involvement of the second-tier variables, i.e., to trun-
cate the TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM at first tier approximately.

A simple truncation scheme is to set all second-tier aux-
iliary matrices to zero, i.e., �	k,	�k��t�=0. This corresponds
to the chronological ordering prescription of second-order
QDT. An alternative second-order approximation is as
follows:

GD
��t,
� � i�D�t�UD

+ �t,
� ,

�55�
GD

��t,
� � − i�̄D�t�UD
+ �t,
� ,

with

UD
��t,
� = exp���i�




t

hD���d�� . �56�

The dissipation functional becomes approximately

Q	�t� � ��D�t��	
��t� + �̄D�t��	

��t� + H.c.� , �57�

where

�	
x �t� = i�

−�

t

d
UD
+ �t,
��	

x �
,t� . �58�

Following Sec. III, we decompose self-energies as linear
combinations of exponential functions; see Eq. �26�. This
leads to

�	
x �t� = �

k=1

Nk

�	k
x �t� ,

�59�

�	k
x �t� = i�

−�

t

d
UD
+ �t,
��̃	k

x �
 − t�ei	

t �	���d�.

The EOM for �	k
x �t� is thus

i�̇	k
x �t� = �hD�t� − i�	k − �	�t���	k

x �t� − A	k
x , �60�

with A	k
x and �	k referring to Eq. �26�.

The resulting complete second-order QDT approach thus
involves the coupled EOM for �D�t� and 
�	k

x �t��, with the
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total number of unknown matrices being N=2N	Nk+1,
much fewer than N	

2Nk
2 alone. This approach can be im-

proved further, by formal inclusion of higher-order device-
electrode interaction into the reduced system propagator
UD

+ �t ,
�. This can be achieved by attaching self-energy to
hD�t� on the RHS of Eq. �56�.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

As a test for our practical schemes, we have performed
numerical calculations by employing the ALDA approxima-
tion for the XC potential and AWBL approximation for the
dissipation functional. The latter has been outlined in Sec.
IV A 2. LODESTAR �Ref. 48� was used to carry out the calcu-
lations. The system of interest is a �5,5� carbon nanotube
which is covalently bonded between two aluminum elec-
trodes, as shown in Fig. 2. In the simulation box, we include
a finite carbon nanotube and 32 aluminum atoms for each
electrode explicitly. The minimum basis set STO-3G is
adopted in the calculations. We simulate the time-dependent
electric current through the left �right� electrode by taking
the trace of the corresponding dissipative term QL �QR�;
see Eq. �8�.

Figure 3 shows the currents versus time for different
numbers of carbon atoms, i.e., 20, 40, 60, and 80. The bias
voltage Vb is switched on exponentially at t=0 and as shown
in Fig. 3. We observe that the currents reach their steady
states in about 8–12 fs for different systems. Also, the value
of the steady state current does not increase proportionally
with the size of the carbon nanotube, as that of classical case.
We note from Fig. 3 that the steady state currents for the

systems with 20, 40, 60, and 80 carbon atoms are about 21,
9, 14, and 4 �A, respectively. This shows that the quantum
finite size effect plays an important role at such small scales.
We point out that all the above calculations are performed on
single-CPU desktop personal computer, and the memory is
2 Gbytes.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have proposed a first-principles TDDFT-NEGF-
HEOM method for transient quantum transport through real-
istic electronic devices and structures. The TDDFT-NEGF-
HEOM formalism is, in principle, exact and formally
equivalent to the TDDFT-NEGF-EOM formalism proposed
previously. In practice, it involves hierarchical equations for
KS RSDM of reduced system and associated auxiliary quan-
tities.

By resolving memory contents of self-energies or elec-
trode correlation functions, we construct QDT-HEOM in the
KS reduced single-electron space. The resulting TDDFT-
HEOM exactly terminate at the second tier. TDDFT-NEGF-
HEOM formalism combines TDDFT-NEGF-EOM and
TDDFT-HEOM, and its computational cost is determined by
the number of exponential functions used to expand the self-
energies. Various decomposition schemes are presented.

To reduce computational cost further, we have also de-
vised approximate schemes for TDDFT-NEGF-HEOM. One
is based on the WBL treatment for self-energies. Another one
is based on complete second-order QDT. These approximate
schemes significantly reduce the computational cost, and im-
prove the efficiency for solving the reduced electronic dy-
namics. Additional adiabatic approximation is introduced for
the WBL scheme, and the resulting AWBL approximation
turns out the most efficient scheme. Numerical simulations
based on the AWBL scheme demonstrate that first-principles
simulation can indeed be carried out for real devices, and the
interesting results have been obtained.
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